The cryptic crossword is a highly sophisticated and challenging type of intellectual puzzle that has been a daily feature of British newspapers 1 for nearly a century, and yet the culture and traditions surrounding it have received little scholarly attention. This article outlines a short history of the cryptic crossword and explains how cryptic clues work. I argue that cryptic crossword clues have a great deal in common with poetry, and that we have much to learn from their structure.
of cryptic crossword clues in a way that enables algorithmic analysis of trends, features, and clue types, with a view to creating a historical corpus of encoded clues which will illuminate the evolution of the tradition.
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Keywords: cryptic crosswords, analysis and interpretation 1. How Do Cryptic Crossword Clues Work? 1 Whereas a "simple" crossword clue is merely a denition, a cryptic clue is a more sophisticated puzzle typically consisting of two parts: a denition and a set of codied instructions for building the solution. These components are woven into a phrase or sentence which has its own internal logic usually unconnected with the actual answer, intended to mislead the solver. This is a recent example from a Guardian crossword:
Amending pub sign, add in Cook's vessel (7, 5) (Nutmeg 2 2017) The answer is PUDDING BASIN, an anagram of "pub sign add in," dened by "Cook's vessel."
The instruction to decode an anagram is provided by the word "amending." The complete clue suggests perhaps the addition of HMS Endeavour to a pub signboard. The words comprising the "constructor" (my term for instructions for constructing the answer) are purposely obscured by their distribution across a phrasal boundary. Here is a second example:
Guard dog kept within sight (6) (Daily Telegraph 2002)
The denition here is the rst word alone. The "constructor" can be explained thus: put a word for "dog" (CUR) inside a word for "insight" (SEE) to create SECURE, which can be glossed as "guard."
The coherence of the familiar phrase "guard dog" confounds the solver's attempt to separate the constructor from the denition, as does the fact that the word "sight" is a noun in the context of the whole clue, but a verb when used as part of the constructor. Other types of cryptic clues exist, but this type (denition with instructions for construction) is the most common in modern cryptic crosswords and will be the focus of this article.
Word-square puzzles such as the Sator Square (gure 1) have existed since ancient time (Austin 1939) , and riddles such as those found in the Exeter Book (gure 2) are among the earliest Englishlanguage documents we have. However, the rst modern crossword did not appear until 1913, when Arthur Wynne authored a word-square puzzle which was published in the New York World (gure 3). Crosswords featured in British newspapers from 1923, and, within a few years, some began to include clues which were more than "plain denitions," such as "elusive denitions," anagrams, and "hints" (Macnutt 1966, 19) . The wholly cryptic crossword evolved by the early 1940s, since which time cryptic crosswords have appeared daily in all major British newspapers.
3 Several dierent types of cryptic clue emerged in the rst forty years of the tradition, and the "rules" for setting clues were codied by the inuential early setters Afrit (Alistair Ferguson Ritchie) and Ximenes (Derrick Somerset Macnutt). In his seminal work Ximenes on the Art of the Crossword (1966), Ximenes presents a taxonomy of clue types and principles for setters to adhere to in the interests of fairness. In the decades since, crossword setters have largely conformed to these core principles. Although some have been more rigorously "Ximenean" than others, it is fair to say that the tradition of "cluesmanship" (Macnutt 1966, 42) We see the same technique applied in the cryptic clues exemplied above. In the example of the "guard dog" from the Daily Telegraph, for instance, the phrasal hierarchy of the overall clue and the coherence of the phrase "guard dog" disguise the overlapping hierarchy of the parsed clue.
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This overlap presents a scenario familiar to most XML encoders; attempting to encode these two components of the poem would require the use of workarounds such as anchors and pointers rather than conventional wrapping tags. The issue of overlapping hierarchies has long been presented as a "problem" for the "Ordered Hierarchy of Content Objects" approach which is inherent to XML encoding. Robinson (2007) , for example, provides a good summary of the issue, particularly as it relates to the competing hierarchies of the conceptual work and its physical realization in a paginated book. However, in Larkin's poem and the cryptic clues, we see two overlapping conceptual hierarchies. It is also important to notice that, since these devices "work"we are (initially at least) fooled by the clue and jarred by the killing in the poem-they must in fact represent something psychologically and linguistically real. 5 In other words, rather than being an irritating and merely technical problem for a markup language, the workarounds required to encode such phenomena reect the mental discomfort we experience as readers.
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In the paragraphs above, I have discussed a single literary technique which is manifested both in well-written cryptic clues and in poetry. There are many other techniques which deserve similar investigation-exploitation of homonyms and homophones, ambiguity in word categories, and suggestive use of imagery are some of the more obvious. I argue that cryptic crossword clues should be studied as a distinct, albeit tiny, form of literary text. In addition to examining the use of such techniques, and how they relate to similar devices in other literary forms, it would also be illuminating to examine the evolution of clue types and conventions over the last eighty years, and investigate how the content and themes of cryptic clues reect the changing world of the compilers and solvers. To my knowledge, no such investigation has ever been published. To do such work, a systematic method of encoding clues is a fundamental requirement.
Encoding Cryptic Clues 8
Computing methods have been applied to cryptic crosswords to auto-generate grids and clues (Berghel and Yi 1989) , as well as to parse clues (Hart and Davis 1992) . P. W. Williams and D. Woodhead (1979) proposed a formal notation called LACROSS, in which they represent clues as sequences of simple and compound components linked by operators. However, as far as my research has shown, no systematic approach to encoding cryptic clues in XML has been developed.
After I presented this work at the TEI 2017 conference, Bethan Tovey made a presentation at Balisage on encoding crossword clues in XML (Tovey 2018 ). Tovey uses a custom (non-TEI) schema, whereas this article proposes a TEI schema and guidelines for encoding the components of clues and solutions using <taxonomy>, <seg>, and @ana. I initially created this schema for a personal project aiming to encode a representative sample of puzzles from British newspapers over the last eighty years, enabling algorithmic analysis of trends, features, and clue types. Currently, I am in the process of developing two taxonomies, one of clue types (starting from the lists in chapters 6, 7, and 8 of Macnutt 1966) , and the other of clue components. The objective is to assign each clue to one or more categories and to break down its structure to clarify the way it works, showing how it misleads the solver. The following example of my proposed encoding is from the setter Picaroon (2017) in The Guardian. The clue is "Four card players wrapping party gifts (6)": <item ana="crs:ctpContainerContents"> <seg ana="crs:ccpForm"> <seg ana="crs:ccpConvention">Four card players</seg> <seg ana="crs:ccpSignal">wrapping</seg> <anchor xml:id="item_003_1"/>party </seg> <seg ana="crs:ccpDef" xml:id="item_003_2">gifts</seg><anchor xml:id="item_003_3"/> <seg ana="crs:ccpLength">(6)</seg> <span ana="crs:ccpMisdirection" from="#item_003_1" to="#item_003_3"> The phrase <mentioned>party gifts</mentioned> crosses the definition/form boundary.</span> <span ana="crs:ccpMisdirection" target="#item_003_2"> The definition <mentioned>gifts</mentioned> is a noun in the context of the complete clue, but needs to be read as a verb to function as the
The answer, ENDOWS, is dened by "gifts." The "four card players" are the points of the compass, ENWS (East, North, West, and South), as used in writing on bridge and other four-player card games; inside these four letters is a common British word for a party, do. Note that the coherent phrase "party gifts" spans the boundary between the form (constructor) component and the denition component. This is another instance of the overlapping hierarchy phenomenon discussed above, undermining the solver's ability to parse the clue correctly.
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The encoding may be analyzed as follows:
• Throughout the encoding, values from the two taxonomies are referenced by using a private URI scheme with the prex crs (A private URI scheme is a machine-processable method of encoding potentially long or complex URIs in a shortened form, documented through the use of the TEI <prefixDef>.) These abbreviated pointers are supplied in the global @ana attribute.
•
The entire clue is an <item> with the clue type "crs:ctpContainerContents", derived from Macnutt's "Container and contents" clue type.
The <item> is divided into three <seg>s, the form or constructor ("crs:ccpForm"), the denition ("crs:ccpDef"), and the solution length ("crs:ccpLength").
The constructor contains a call to a well-known convention ("crs:ccpConvention"), the use of points of the compass to identify card players in four-player games.
• Following this is a signal word ("crs:ccpSignal"), "wrapping," which acts as an instruction to include one component inside another.
• The nal part of the constructor is the word "party," the component whose synonym is to be wrapped.
• Two <anchor>s are used to delimit the beginning and end of the phrase whose coherence disguises the parsed clue hierarchy.
• Two <span>s describe instances of misdirection ("crs:ccpMisdirection") employed by the compiler to make the clue more dicult. (A TEI <span> element, unlike the HTML element of the same name, is a stando element used to point to a range within a block of XML, and is useful particularly when such a range is not amenable to direct tagging due to overlapping hierarchy issues.)
The home for this project is Github, and the two taxonomies are encoded in the ODD le which is available from the repository. The rst phase of the project, which is just getting started, involves the collection and encoding of a small representative sample of clues taken from the entire history of the British cryptic crossword, a process facilitated by the increasing availability of historical newspaper archives online. This initial stage will test and develop the two taxonomies. When the taxonomies are fully developed and tested, I propose to begin encoding entire puzzles from the major British newspapers which have published cryptic crosswords since the 1920s.
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